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Never write a short report
when a long one will do
The report on Sir John Chilcot’s Iraq Inquiry, to be published in July after an

elephantine gestation that began in 2009, will run to a million words. There’ll be 12

volumes (cost: £767) and a summary (£30). One reason for the delay has been

Maxwellisation, meaning a public inquiry has to put its findings to the people it

expects to criticize, thus giving them an opportunity to delay and obstruct as well as

reply and reshape. It’s an eponym of Robert Maxwell, the publisher, fraudster,

philanthropist and Labour MP whom Harold Wilson (as prime minister and

occasional wit) dubbed the bouncing Czech. 

Length is often justified by thoroughness. This may well be Chilcot’s defence. After

all, he’s an English graduate from Pembroke College, Cambridge and a former civil

servant schooled in the doctrines of Ernest Gowers’ Complete Plain Words.

Sometimes, though, length is just padding and waffle, faults that the Federal Bureau

of Investigation (FBI) has often been accused of in the USA. Robert Kennedy, when

attorney general, once tasked it with investigating alleged obscenity in the 1963 hit

song Louie Louie. The FBI concluded that the lyrics were ‘unintelligible at any speed’,

meaning that the Bureau was ‘unable to interpret any of the wording in the record’.

But it took them 455 pages and tens of thousands of words to get these simple

points across. (Times: obituary of Jack Ely, 30 Apr 2015) Not for them the one-page

memo beloved of Ronald Reagan during his presidency.

Like many a pop song, Louie Louie is a bit thin on content: a man takes a three-day

boat trip to meet his girlfriend in Jamaica, then says ‘ah’ a lot and doesn’t want to

leave. The whole track – regarded as inspiring the later wave of punk and garage

rock – was recorded for $36 on a boom mic suspended several feet above singer

Jack Ely’s head. This and the fact that Ely had just had dental braces fitted may

explain why the lyrics defeated the FBI and led the Governor of Indiana to ask radio

stations to ban the song. Fortunately, the words have now been transcribed. You can

read them and hear the wonderfully rough recording on YouTube click here 

Some will hope that Chilcot’s doorstopper, which has cost the taxpayer £10million,

will have a bit more meaning than Louie Louie. But will it be nearly as significant or

enjoyable as the Kingsmen’s record? 
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Websites in blunderland  
In England, summer stirs and people

begin to ponder the beautiful places

they could visit. The website of

Harewood House, near Leeds,

catches the eye:

‘See the Himalayan Garden at
it’s best
From May until July, the Himalayan

Garden is at it’s peak. With bright

rhododendrons in bloom and

stunning pink primulas towering above unfolding ferns, the gardens are a wonderful

place to amerce yourself in and explore.’

Two duff apostrophes and a non-word may not be enough to repel potential visitors,

but they must wonder how ‘amerce’ (read: ‘immerse’) evades the staff who are paid

to check these things. It’s not a low-budget website, after all. 

A website for the Yorkshire coastal resort of Staithes is also riddled with errors.

These start on the home page, where the main photo is captioned ‘Ariel view of

Staithes’ (as Ariel is a satellite of Uranus, it’s likely ‘Aerial’ was meant). A small

selection of the other blunders will suffice to inflame any browsing stickler:

• ‘The unique beauty of the area attracted numerous artists who became known as

the Staithes Group and they arrived one what must have been a very spectacular

railway.’*

• ‘Staithes is famous for its past fishing industry and hundreds of years of mineral

production, an industry that continues to the present day. The Boulby Potash mine

being one of the deepest in the United Kingdom and one of the tidiest being located,

as is Staithes, within the North York Moors National Park.’**

• ‘Iron Age remains have been found in Roxby Beck close to the town, whether Iron

Age peoples were attracted here for the fish or the Iron Stone remains to be

discovered or perhaps they were after the Jet deposits or all of it.’***

No-one expects websites to be perfect, but reasonable competence with English

helps. Proofreaders can be hired, too, for modest fees.

*For ‘one’, read ‘on’. **For the first ‘being’, read ‘is’. ***A full stop is needed after ‘town’. The
words ‘jet’ and ‘ironstone’ (spelt thus) should not be capped. The repetition of ‘remains’ as
a noun and a verb in the same ‘sentence’ is bad. ‘All of it’, a bathetic end to a bad sentence,
presumably means ‘all of them’.
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Sign of disagreement in
Whitehall
It seems all you need to persuade the authorities to

remove unsightly railings from Whitehall, London is a

humble bicycle.

‘Keep Calm and Carry On’
revisited
We enjoyed this re-imagining in bureaucratese of a

legendary wartime poster, created by James Fisher, studio

manager of plain-language business Português Claro.

View the firm’s splendid new website here 

Dash it! More hyphen trouble
Another tome has arrived from the cook Nigella Lawson. It’s called, apparently, Feel

Good Food. How to do this – by kneading dough, perhaps, or squeezing one of the

succulent fruits she displays? This would make for a fairly short book. But stop! The

title is meant to be read as ‘Feel-good Food’, since ‘feel-good’ is an adjective meaning

‘causing a sense of wellbeing’.

Jamie Oliver also has a hyphenation

problem with the title of his book ‘15

Minute Meals’. Alert readers may

wonder why he’s offering such sparse

fare – only 15 recipes, and all for tiny

quantities. Is it part of his campaign to

de-flab the nation? He means, of course,

‘15-minute meals’. Credit to him,

though, for the subtitle ‘super-fast food’. 

Well done the Miller’s Harvest brand. They faced a kind of

fork-handle/four-candle dilemma when choosing a product

name for a walnut, almond and hazel-nut creation. Should it

be ‘three nutcrackers’, ‘three nut crackers’ (what – only three

in a packet?), or three-nut crackers? They sensibly chose the

latter, thus educating millions of supermarket shoppers on

one of the correct uses of the hyphen, to create a composite

adjective before a noun. Rejoice!
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Loose chippings from the  
Tower of Babel  

 Cop that paradigm shift   The job specification for the head of Northamptonshire 

Police says: ‘The Chief Constable must be able to see beyond the horizons of 

convention to make the paradigm shift.’ 

 ScotNats turn to jargon   Once upon a time you could rely on the Scottish 

National Party to call a spade a spade: ‘Give us independence or else!’. Now the 

ScotNats have been in government for a while, they’re going all nuanced and 

jargony. Speaking of the Scottish education system, First Minister Nicola Sturgeon 

said on 2 May: ‘There are a record number of young people going to what I would 

call “positive destinations”.’ This seems to be politician-speak for ‘not prison, 

unemployment or suicide’. And when Mike Ashley, Sports Direct founder and 

allegedly oppressive employer appeared before the House of Commons business 

select committee on 7 June, a ScotNat asked him, ‘How do you benchmark 

excellence in employee engagement?’. Ashley slowly repeated the question as if 

bringing every spare brain cell to bear, then replied in like style: ‘The various heads 

have autonomy to use whatever they wish to get to those conclusions.’ Brilliant. 

 Wrinkles in space-time continuum: evidence mounts   It’s usually around 

November when marketing people start to claim that Christmas is ‘fast 

approaching’. Now the Times newspaper emails us to say: ‘With June 23 fast-

approaching [alert: bonkers hyphen!], we’ve sifted facts from fiction on both sides 

of the referendum debate…’.  

 Gut feeling   Another clear-as-mud health message has hit the nation’s breakfast 

tables, courtesy of the blurb on Weetabix packets, which says: ‘Wheat bran fibre 

contributes to an acceleration of intestinal transit.’ This seems to be a variation on 

the formula adopted by Danone, makers of Activia yoghurt drink, whose label refers 

to ‘acceleration of intestinal tract transit’ (see Pikestaff 71). . 

 Scientific dump   What Hannibal would have given for a quicker transit in 218BC 

when he and his 30,000-strong army marched 1,000 miles from Carthage to Rome 

via the Alps with 15,000 mules and horses and 37 elephants, while local tribesmen 

showed Gallic charm by rolling boulders on them from the peaks above. The army’s 

exact route has always been disputed but scientists now think they’ve found it, near 

the Col de la Traversette. The evidence is what they call a ‘mass animal deposition 

event’ 16 inches below the surface at places where the army halted. DNA 

sequencing will be used to match the depositioned dung to the kind of quadrupeds 

found in Spain and Africa at that time. 

 Washing down, again   More journalists have become addicted to the disgusting 

s
s

s
s

s
s
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cliché of ‘washing down’ their food with alcohol, as if their oesophagus is a sluice

gate for masticated food particles. Here’s Sarah Vine in the Daily Mail on 12 June:

‘My spaghetti ain’t courgetti – and though I try my best to be a sugar-free zone, the

occasional scoop of ice cream does, I’m ashamed to say, find its way into my gullet.

Washed down, more often than not, with a nice glass of wine.’ Yuk. And here’s Gregg

Carlstrom in the Times on 13 June: ‘Visitors to Israel might one day have a chance to

snack on fruits that were available during Christ’s time, and wash them down with a

biblical-era beer.’

So police are not people? From the Buxton Advertiser of 19 May, here’s one for

the subeditors’ style guide: ‘A thug who attacked two people and a police officer

during a foul-mouthed fracas… has been put behind bars.’ Read: ‘…attacked a police

officer and two other people…’.

Check and Czech again The Times obituary (24 March) of the distinguished

scientist Jane Plant – who credited a dairy-free diet with helping her overcome

cancer five times – included one of those unfortunate ‘public/pubic’ errors that keep

proofreaders awake at night: ‘Her findings also applied to prostrate cancer, she

claimed.’

Ambiguity corner Diane Abbott, Labour MP and fervent supporter of the

party’s leader Jeremy Corbyn, tweeted: ‘A new poll shows that Jeremy Corbyn is

going nowhere.’ This is almost as bad as a letter to house sellers from Bridgfords, the

estate agents: ‘Many agents pride themselves on being able to achieve a quick sale.

Our intention is to achieve a sale within your timescale, but not at your expense, by

failing to obtain the best price.’ But we particularly enjoyed this in the Peak

Advertiser: ‘There were several anglers to be seen spaced out down the river, all in

quiet contemplation, playing with their flies.’

Tautology alert
Many Ancient Britons will recall how they first encountered the word ‘tautology’

(repetition of meaning), which occurred regularly in the long-running panel game

My Word on the old Home Service and then on BBC Radio 4.  Participants earned

points for spotting such examples as ‘They drank tea and also ate cake as well’ and ‘It

grew from a tiny little seed’. These days the tautological use of ‘cause’ words seems

to be hard for subeditors of print journalism to spot, if recent examples are anything

to go by:

‘The reason the quarto version [of Shakespeare’s King Lear] is missing 300 lines is

because Nicholas Okes, the printer, underestimated the amount of paper needed to

fit the play.’ (Jack Malvern, Times, 21 April)

Read: ‘The reason…is that…’. 

▲
▲

▲
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‘The reason Leave has won the economic argument is because of the nature of the

decision facing us on 23 June.’ (Steve Hilton, Times, 13 June)

Read: ‘Leave has won the economic argument because…’.

‘The reason I sought medical help was because I was experiencing some uncommon

physical symptoms.’ (Sarah Vine, Daily Mail, 8 June) 

Read: ‘I sought medical help because…’.

‘The real reason Gatwick will never be a world-class hub is because it’s dependent

on Southern Rail for its so-called Express service to London.’ (Sarah Vine – serial

offender – 15 June)

Read: ‘The real reason…is that…’.

What to do about this? Vigilance is the single, sole and only cure. 

Eye-candy
chief in
revealing
caption
To the fury of some

feminists, the business

pages of leading

newspapers often use

photos of decorative

young women in

fashionable clothing to

enliven a dull story.

Usually the women are

demeaned by not even

being named. So it was

good to see Marks &

Spencer’s head of

merchandising and chief

executive, 48-year-old

Steve Rowe, being

properly name-checked

in a recent Sunday Times

caption after he’d slid into

a strappy dress to model the retailer’s new look: ‘New M&S boss Steve Rowe will

aim to revive the flagging clothing range.’ Twisting his silky hair, pouting fetchingly

and showing a lot of shoulder, Rowe looks so cute in women’s clothing we can’t wait

to see him in more conventional boardroom attire. 
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Fog in financial products is deliberate –
Bank official
A senior Bank of England official has suggested financial products are sometimes

made more complex than necessary so a premium can be charged for them. In a

speech to bankers and politicians, Andy Haldane, the Bank’s chief economist, also

said he didn’t understand pensions, an ignorance he felt was shared by many other

financial experts: 

‘Of course part of the reason so many members of the public find finance difficult is

because it is difficult – and, sometimes at least, it is made deliberately so. There is

plenty of evidence, including from the financial crisis, of financial products being

made more complex than was necessary and consumers being charged a premium

for buying them. This damaging cycle persists because of the difficulties consumers

understandably face when trying to compare these products. To give a personal

example, I consider myself moderately financially literate. Yet I confess to not being

able to make the remotest sense of pensions. Conversations with countless experts

and independent financial advisors have confirmed for me only one thing – that they

have no clue either. That is a desperately poor basis for sound financial planning.’ 

The full speech is available here

Dire contract drafting criticized by
judge
In December 2015, a High Court judge had to decide whether service providers

were in breach of a contract worth £160 million, triggering its termination clause.

He said:

‘The situation cannot have been assisted by the fact that the Agreement is, as a

document, very hard to work with, including by reason of its impractical length, and

the imprecision in some of its drafting. It runs to several lever arch files without that

length providing clarity in return. Its oversight and governance arrangements

proved inadequate for all parties when things started to go wrong.’

This is also an example of a judge finding a calm tone persuasive in argument. The

judgment mentions a winning party’s ‘submissions to which I pay particular tribute

because of their measured tone and analytical rigour’.

BT Cornwall Ltd v Cornwall Council, [2015] EWHC 3755 (Comm), 21 December

2015.  View the case here

Thanks to Daphne Perry of ClarifyNow, for this story. To get Daphne’s regular

emails on plain language in the law, write to info@clarifynow.co.uk
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Next PLAIN conference – Austria 2017
The eleventh biennial conference of Plain Language Association InterNational

(PLAIN) will run from 21–23 September 2017 at the University of Graz, Austria.

It will be hosted by Klarsprache, the Society for Readable Texts, which has pioneered

the use of plain language in Austria. ‘The conference represents an opportunity to

show how plain language improves government services and the relationships

businesses have with their customers,’ said Professor Rudolf Muhr of Klarsprache.

New books
In Pikestaff 75, we’ll review several new books of interest to devotees of good

writing, including:

• ‘Garner’s Modern English Usage’ (4th ed.) by Bryan Garner (Oxford, 2016)

• ‘Guidelines for Drafting and Editing Legislation’ by Bryan Garner in conjunction

with the Uniform Law Commission (RosePen Books, 2016)

• ‘A Plain-Language Handbook for Legal Writers’ (2nd ed.) by Christine Mowat

(Carswell, 2016).

Referendum: truth, lies, and some 
ropey writing
By the time this issue of Pikestaff is published, the UK could have been doomed by

Brexit. If the country votes to leave the EU on 23 June, the UK Government and its

allies have implied or predicted recession, World War III, the end of western political

civilization, 2p on income tax, an emergency budget, a £30billion tax shortfall,

catastrophe for the NHS, huge job losses, rampant inflation, and house-price

collapse. In case you’ve been on the North Pole for some months, voting to quit the

EU is called Brexit, a cut-and-shut word created from ‘Britain’ and ‘exit’. Clever, eh?

Claim and counterclaim have assailed the voters, with lying on both sides. Vote Leave

leaflets say the UK sends £350million a week to Brussels HQ but fail to mention that

about £74million is deducted beforehand as a rebate while another £115million

comes bouncing back to subsidize UK farmers and the like BBC RealityCheck

website. The Remain camp says every household will be £4,300 a year worse off if

we Brexit. This is an unverifiable prediction from the eggheads at HM Treasury and,

as they continue to preside over a national debt of £1.7trillion that rises by £5,000 a

second, some Brexiteers feel their talents are overrated.

We think it’s rather good that Cabinet ministers have been able to suspend the

doctrine of ‘collective responsibility’ and beat each other up on both sides of the
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argument. For once, they’ve been able to say what they think, not what they’re told

to think. As a result, a political hot potato, the 333,000-a-year net rate of inward

migration, has come to the forefront. View net migration statistics

It’s been said that the Labour party’s pro-Remain leaflet, sent to all households, is

silent on immigration. That’s not quite true, but the sole reference is buried mid-

sentence and parenthetically, which is what canny authors do if they want to hide

something: ‘The big challenges of the coming decades – climate change, migration,

terrorism, crime – do not respect national borders.’

Some think the nadir of the campaign has been a poster, designed by Saatchi and

Saatchi and published by Operation Black Vote (OBV), urging black and ethnic

minority people to take part in the poll. OBV itself says the poster depicts ‘an elderly

Asian British woman being berated by an aggressive thug’. View BBC report

Shown opposite, the poster

appears to caricature people

as racists if they disapprove

of immigration. It does seem

hard to interpret it any other

way.

Given the journalistic talent

available to Vote Leave – its

leaders Michael Gove and

Boris Johnson are noted scribes – a Leave statement that has gone to every

household is pretty feeble. Here’s the first paragraph, which ends bathetically as if

the authors suddenly got cold feet, had a huge row among themselves, and resolved

it with a muddled and meaningless compromise:

‘EU law controls UK migration policy. More than a quarter of a million people came

to the UK from the EU in the past 12 months – the equivalent of a city the size of

Newcastle. If this continues for a decade, there will be over two million extra people.

EU law means all members must accept ‘free movement of people’. Many migrants

contribute to society. They also affect public services.’

The final sentence is particularly odd. What does ‘affect’ mean here? Clearly, many

incomers work in public services like the NHS, doing the kind of unpleasant jobs that

some natives don’t fancy. But they also use public services, stretching some of them

quite thinly in hotspots like Portsmouth and Cambridgeshire. In a document as

important as this, the Leave side might have chosen its words better.

We’re pleased to say we provided our professional editing suggestions on the

neutral sections of an Electoral Commission leaflet sent to every home, and on the

wording of the referendum question itself. And, unless a Brexit really does lead to

Armageddon, we hope to be back with Pikestaff 75 in November or so.
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Facebook
Pikestaff has its own page on Facebook. Visit facebook.com/PikestaffNews

Back issues
You can see back issues of Pikestaff on our website, along with an index showing

each month’s content.

Spread the word and send us your news
We’re happy for you to use any of our articles to promote plain language, provided

you acknowledge Pikestaff as the source. And please feel free to forward Pikestaff

to friends, colleagues, anybody. We’d also be pleased to receive plain-language-

related news, snippets and details of forthcoming events from anywhere in the

world.

Rolling the credits
Pikestaff is published by Plain Language Commission (clearest.co.uk ltd). 

Plain Language Commission

The Castle

29 Stoneheads

Whaley Bridge

High Peak

SK23 7BB, UK

mail@clearest.co.uk 

Tel: +44 (0) 1663 733177

Plain Language Commission is independent of the UK Government.
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